Wine & Spirits Shrink Wrapping & Bundling Experts
THE TEXWRAP ADVANTAGE

- Texwrap’s patented orbital seal system and proprietary TVS2 trim seal have revolutionized shrink packaging and are known as the industry leader for speed, efficiency, and durability.

- Texwrap believes business is built on relationships. Of course, we strive to manufacture the best equipment in the industry. The way we treat our customers is every bit as important to us as the quality of our equipment.

- Texwrap has the unique ability to design, manufacture and supply custom infeeds, accessories and tunnels with our hallmark turnkey shrink packaging solutions.

- Texwrap has worked with wine, spirit and beverage facilities large and small, helping each determine the ideal solution for their operation.

No matter how you go to market Texwrap and Tekkra shrink wrappers and shrink bundlers provide solutions for the wine & spirits industries that cover the gamut of unsupported and supported multipacks. From mini’s to full size bottles, cartons, and cans, Texwrap & Tekkra equipment bring it all together - retail-ready presentation, secure containment, and unmatched equipment reliability. Plus, the quality and durability of our equipment provides the lowest total cost of ownership available in the market today.
Texwrap High Speed Vertical Wrappers

The speed, versatility, and vertical conveyance of Texwrap's Vertical Series high speed wrappers allow them to be placed in-line with the filler while product is standing upright. The benefit is the ability to collate and shrink wrap multi-packs immediately, to keep them clean and contained. The unique ability to trim seal on either the top or bottom eliminates side seams leaving printed film looking pristine, or for labeled products precise high-speed orientation and print registration options ensure consistent retail-ready presentation.

KEY BENEFITS:

• Turnkey integration with infeeds tailor made for maximum efficiency. Allows you to quickly adjust to different pack patterns.
• Boldly showcase brand graphics in hi-clarity film with the print registration option.
• Eliminates the labor and expense of laying down bottles prior to wrapping as done on conventional shrink systems – dramatically increasing throughput.
• Optional label positioning system with servo-driven grippers precisely align so that all labels face the same direction. Also used to hide barcodes of individual containers.

Tekkra Standard and Custom Shrink Bundlers

Sleeve wrap and bundle beverage packaging solutions are Tekkra’s forte. Tekkra systems have helped reduce production costs for manufacturers handling a wide range of bottles, jars, cans, and tray products. Our turn-key solutions incorporate bundling and shrink wrapping with collation systems, labeling, case packing, palletizing, and robotics.

KEY BENEFITS:

• Automatically collate various pack patterns.
• Potential for a large reduction in packaging and drayage costs by eliminating the need for cartons, trays, or cases.
• Numerous infeed and collation options to suit your application.
• Compact frames, quick changeovers, Allen Bradley PLC operator interface, servo driven seal assembly, and manual load zones.
• Sturdy multi-pack bundles are ideal for distribution of products through the supply chain.
Known as the industry innovator, Texwrap holds patents on some of the most significant breakthrough technologies in the shrink-wrapping business. Texwrap produces automatic shrink wrapping systems, L-bar sealers, side sealers, tunnels, infeed solutions, and conveyor systems for the food, bakery, industrial, mailing, pharmaceutical, nutraceutical, retail, printing, and publishing industries. As part of the ProMach End of Line business line, Texwrap helps our packaging customers protect and grow the reputation and trust of their consumers. ProMach is performance, and the proof is in every package.